
From plant placement to layout, there are so many 

aspects to think about when planning an outdoor 

space. So, when it comes to outdoor lighting, do the 

fixtures make a difference in the end result? The short 

answer is, “Yes!”

Whether creating an extravagant design to level up a 

home’s facade or making a simple upgrade to spruce 

up an outdoor area, taking time to review lighting 

options will allow you to choose the right fixtures for 

your design. Here are a few aspects to think about 

during the process:

The Materials 
Outdoor lights need to withstand the harsh elements 

of Mother Nature: from sun exposure to high moisture 

conditions to freezing cold temperatures and harsh 

winter snow. Unique Lighting Systems® sets itself 

apart with premium cast brass fixtures, with many 

equipped and ready with a wire lead for the HUB 

system. Elements Series Fixtures also come equipped 

with a FLEX™ Auxiliary Wire Lead along with 

anti-moisture migration connections to protect the 

lighting wiring as much as possible. 

These materials paired with a professional grade man-

ufacturing process gives Unique Lighting™ fixtures a 

high level of performance and durability. Plus, the 

beautiful styling of each fixture gives them a high-end 

look. It means these lights will do their job and look 

good while making the beauty of any home fully shine.

For example, Inspira ® Fixtures are ideal for 

one-of-a-kind custom lighting design and a variety of 

lighting portrait options. The premium grade solid 

brass and composite material make each fixture dura-

ble, and the cloud connection through SMRTscape™ 

allows color customization, beam angle control and 

output brightness controlled from anywhere, anytime.   
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With many product patents, Unique Lighting Systems 

exclusive fixture designs offer a truly custom look both 

in lighting design and fixture elegance.

The Warranties
Let’s face it. Products break from time to time – 

whether from an accident, weather wear or otherwise. 

Looking at what kind of warranty a light fixture has is 

important to know how it can be replaced if the need 

should arise in the future. 

Unique Lighting Systems stands behind its products 

and stays true to each fixture’s warranty, many of 

which are industry leading. Most if not all products 

have a 5-year warranty all the way up to a limited 

lifetime warranty. Knowing this information gives 

homeowners the peace of mind they need when 

choosing their outdoor lighting fixtures.

The Service
When choosing light fixtures, it is also helpful to look 

at the customer service and professional installing 

options that come with a company. It can save many 

headaches of creating a beautiful outdoor space. 

The great news? Fixtures from Unique Lighting 

Systems are backed by excellent customer service 

along with over 1,000 distributors worldwide that 

stock Unique Lighting Systems products and provide 

local product support. Plus, if you don’t know where to 

start, contact your local low voltage outdoor lighting 

professional or landscape contractor. 

Choose outdoor lighting fixtures with confidence using 

these tips! Contact Unique Lighting Systems today to 

find out more about their unique and high-quality 

fixtures to use in your outdoor setting. 


